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We now live in a society is a wide range of social groups, a highly developed 
science and technology, and comprehensively improve the production technology, the 
pace of modern people's lives are gradually accelerate. Folk Instrument to develop in 
a social context, we must adapt to the development of contemporary society status 
quo, to cater to the modern aesthetic point of view, in line with the modern aesthetic 
requirements at different times change, so as to develop different forms of music and 
music works. Chinese Traditional Folk Instrumental music has its unique artistic 
charm, is a precious treasure in the treasure house of Chinese culture for thousands of 
years in the development process. Folk Instrument embodies the traditional spirit of 
the Chinese nation, the intrinsic qualities and cultural connotations, revitalize and 
promote the national instrumental has been the development of a trend in today's 
society. I take into account today's social ideology and itself on the the performances 
form of participation, through the day-to-day learning, living and investigation, found 
the trio with collective teaching has opened up a new field of folk music education, 
especially higher education has a very important role. Proved, through this teaching, 
can expand students' the national instrumental deeper understanding, and also train 
the students to learn self-enthusiasm, but also strengthen teamwork skills. Improve 
and develop students' practical ability and comprehensive quality is an important part 
of university teaching, therefore, Pipa Trio Collective Teaching has become more 
meaningful. On the basis of an objective analysis of the Pipa Trio Collective Teaching 
is divided into four parts, the first part of the analysis of the status quo of 
contemporary Pipa Trio Collective Teaching The second part is the existence of 
contemporary pipa Trio Collective Teaching the advantages and disadvantages of 
analysis, and the third part of the example pipa Trio song "dance of the Yi compared 
pipa Trio pipa solo performance practices, and the fourth part stressed the significance 















combined with personal practice experience, and the improvement and development 
of Pipa Trio Collective Teaching methods and significance. 
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要追溯钢琴二重奏这种表演形式，要回到 16 世纪，最早的这类作品是由 16
世纪初的英国作曲家卡尔顿•尼古拉斯（Caelton Nicholas）所作的《二人同在








                                                             
5 《钢琴五重奏》.百度百科. http://baike.baidu.com/view/2533145.htm.2010 年 12 月 12 日. 
6 《刍议钢琴二重奏》. 中华教育资源网.http://www.cn910.net/html/article/50/13833/.2009 年 12 月 18 日. 
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